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QUANTUM ERROR-CORRECTING CODES FROM ALGEBRAIC
GEOMETRY CODES OF CASTLE TYPE
CARLOS MUNUERA, WANDERSON TENO´RIO, AND FERNANDO TORRES
Abstract. We study Algebraic Geometry codes producing quantum error-correcting
codes by the CSS construction. We pay particular attention to the family of Castle
codes. We show that many of the examples known in the literature in fact belong to
this family of codes. We systematize these constructions by showing the common theory
that underlies all of them.
1. Introduction
Quantum error-correcting codes are essential to protect quantum information. In the last
years much research has been done to find good quantum codes following several ways.
Calderbank and Shor [3], and Steane [22], showed that quantum codes can be derived
from classical linear error-correcting codes verifying certain self-orthogonality properties
[1], including Euclidean and Hermitian self-orthogonality. This method, known as CSS
construction, has received a lot of interest and it has allowed to find many powerful
quantum stabilizer codes.
Among all the classical codes used to produce quantum stabilizer codes, Algebraic Ge-
ometry (AG) codes have received considerable attention [4, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21].
Conditions for Euclidean self-orthogonality of AG codes are well known [23] and allow us
to translate the combinatorial nature of this problem into geometrical terms concerning
the arithmetic of the involved curves. Furthermore, Hermitian self-orthogonality can be
easily ensured in a similar manner.
From among all curves used to get AG codes, we can highlight the family of Castle and
weak Castle curves [19], that combine the good properties of having a reasonable simple
handling and giving codes with excellent parameters. In fact, most of the one-point
AG codes studied in the literature belong to the family of Castle codes. Besides these
codes have, in a a natural way, self-orthogonality properties which are very close to those
required for obtaining quantum stabilizer codes. It follows from the foregoing that many
of the AG codes used to derive quantum codes are particular cases of weak Castle codes.
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In this article we systematize these constructions, including them in the overall framework
of Castle codes. To this end, we show the common theory that underlies all of them and
we include many examples, some of which refer to curves and codes already treated in
the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we overview the constructions of quantum
codes from classical codes. Section 3 is devoted to Algebraic Geometry codes, and mainly
to Castle codes. These provide sequences of self-orthogonal and formally self-orthogonal
codes that can be used to produce quantum codes. We give sufficient conditions for self-
duality and study in detail some particular families of curves and codes. In Section 4 we
show some parameters of quantum codes we have obtained from the curves presented in
Section 3. Rather than obtaining codes with new or excellent parameters, we are interested
in showing the common bases on which all of them are based. Finally in Section 5 we
consider trace codes of AG codes defined over extensions of Fq and the quantum codes
derived from them. Trace codes are closely related to subfield subcodes, from which have
recently been obtained quantum codes with excellent parameters [7, 8].
As a notation, given a finite field Fq, we write F×q = Fq \ {0}. Given a vector x ∈ Fnq and
an integer t, xt = (xt1, .., x
t
n) (when this makes sense). If X ⊂ Fnq , then X t = {xt : x ∈ X}.
2. Preliminaries on Quantum error-correcting codes
Let q be a prime power. A q-ary quantum error-correcting code of length n and dimension
K ≥ 1 is a K-dimensional linear subspace Q of Cqn , where C is the field of complex
numbers. If Q can detect d − 1 errors and correct bd − 1c/2 errors, then it is usually
referred as a quantum [[n, k, d]]q code, where k = logq(K).
q-ary quantum codes can be obtained from classical codes C over Fq and over Fq2 by the
so-called CSS construction, as explained below. Quantum codes constructed in this way
are stabilizer quantum codes. In this paper we are mainly interested in quantum codes
obtained from classical algebraic geometry codes. For all facts concerning quantum codes
and how to derive them from classical codes, we refer to [1, 15].
2.1. Quantum codes from linear codes over Fq. We shall denote by 〈−,−〉 the usual
(Euclidean) inner product in Fnq , 〈a,b〉 =
∑
aibi. Given a linear code C over Fq, the dual
of C is the code
(1) C⊥ = {v ∈ Fnq : 〈v, c〉 = 0 for all c ∈ C}.
C is called self-dual if C = C⊥, and self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥, that is if 〈a,b〉 = 0 for
all a,b ∈ C. The so-called CSS code construction allows to obtain quantum codes from
classical codes over Fq as follows [15, Cor. 2.15].
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Theorem 2.1. Let C1, C2 be two linear codes over Fq of length n and dimensions k1 and
k2 respectively with C1 ⊆ C2. Then there exists a [[n, k2 − k1, d]]q code with minimum
distance d = min{wt(c) : c ∈ (C2 \ C1) ∪ (C⊥1 \ C⊥2 )}.
Corollary 2.2. Let C be a self-orthogonal [n, k, d] code over Fq. Then there exists a
[[n, n− 2k, d]]q code with minimum distance d = min{wt(c) : c ∈ (C⊥ \ C)} ≥ d(C⊥).
This Corollary has been extensively used to ensure the existence of many quantum codes.
In [14] Jin and Xing showed that for q even, the orthogonality condition can be weakened
in the sense that we can obtain self-orthogonal codes from other codes ”close” to be self-
orthogonal. To be more precise, let us denote by ∗ the coordinatewise multiplication in Fnq ,
a∗b = (a1b1, . . . , anbn). Given an n-tuple x of nonzero elements in Fq, the map Fnq → Fnq ,
a 7→ x ∗ a, is linear and bijective. Furthermore it is an isometry for the Hamming metric.
For a linear code C over Fq, we shall write x∗C = {x∗c : c ∈ C}. Two codes C1 and C2
over Fq are called formally equivalent (or twisted according other authors) if there exists
x ∈ (F×q )n such that C1 = x ∗ C2. Similarly, C is called formally self-dual (respectively,
formally self-orthogonal) if there exists x ∈ (F×q )n (the twist) such that x ∗C = C⊥ (resp.
x ∗ C ⊆ C⊥). Next we shall show a construction of this type.
Let C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq be an increasing sequence of n + 1 linear codes
in Fnq , where Ci has dimension i and minimum distance d(Ci). This sequence is called
self-dual if C⊥i = Cn−i for all i, and formally self-dual if there exists x ∈ (F×q )n such that
C⊥i = x ∗ Cn−i for all i. Given such a sequence, note that for i, j, with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n we
have
(2) C⊥i \ C⊥j = x ∗ Cn−i \ x ∗ Cn−j = x ∗ (Cn−i \ Cn−j)
and since coordinatewise multiplication by x is an isometry, we have
(3) min{wt(c) : c ∈ x ∗ (Cn−i \ Cn−j)} = min{wt(c) : c ∈ (Cn−i \ Cn−j)}.
Now, by applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain a quantum [[n, j − i, d]]q code with minimum
distance
(4) d = min{wt(c) : c ∈ (Cj \ Ci) ∪ (Cn−i \ Cn−j)} ≥ min{d(Cj), d(Cn−i)}.
2.2. Quantum codes from linear codes over Fq2. We shall denote by 〈−,−〉H the Hermitian
inner product in Fnq2 , 〈a,b〉H = 〈a,bq〉. The Hermitian dual of a linear code C ⊆ Fnq2 is
(5) C⊥H = {v ∈ Fnq2 : 〈v, cq〉 = 0 for all c ∈ C} = (Cq)⊥.
C is Hermitian self-orthogonal if C ⊆ C⊥H , or equivalently if Cq ⊆ C⊥. Raising to
the q-th power we find that 〈v, cq〉 = 0 iff 〈vq, c〉 = 0, hence (Cq)⊥ = (C⊥)q and so
d(C⊥H) = d(C⊥). We can derive quantum codes from classical codes over Fq2 as follows
[15, Cor. 2.16].
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Theorem 2.3. Let C be a linear code over Fq2 of parameters [n, k, d] which is self-
orthogonal with respect to the Hermitian inner product. Then there exists a [[n, n−2k, d]]q
quantum code with minimum distance d = min{wt(c) : c ∈ (C⊥H \ C)} ≥ d(C⊥).
Let C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq2 be an increasing sequence of n + 1 linear codes in
Fnq2 . From Theorem 2.3 we have the following three procedures to obtain quantum codes
over Fq.
(A) When the sequence is self-dual then the theorem can be applied. As Cn = Fnq2 , for
given i let q(i) be the smallest index such that Cqi ⊆ Cq(i). When i + q(i) ≤ n we have
Cqi ⊆ Cq(i) ⊆ Cn−i = C⊥i , and hence we get a [[n, n − 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q code. In later
sections of this article we will get sequences of one-point AG codes for which it is possible
to give an estimate of q(i) and consequently obtain quantum codes by this procedure.
When the sequence C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq2 is formally self-dual but not self-
dual, then there exists x ∈ (F×q )n such that C⊥i = x ∗ Cn−i for all i = 0, . . . , n. Following
the aforementioned ideas of Jin and Xing, [14], we can still derive quantum codes in some
cases, by slightly modifying the codes.
Lemma 2.4. Let C be a linear code over F and x ∈ (F×)n. Then x ∗ C⊥ = (x−1 ∗ C)⊥.
Proof. Since both codes have equal dimension, it suffices to prove one inclusion. Let
v ∈ x ∗ C⊥. There exists a ∈ C⊥ such that v = x ∗ a. Then v ∗ x−1 = a ∈ C⊥, hence
0 = 〈(v ∗ x−1), c〉 = 〈v, (x−1 ∗ c)〉 for all c ∈ C, so v ∈ (x−1 ∗ C)⊥. 
(B) Suppose the twist x verifies x ∈ (F×q )n. Since the elements of Fq are precisely
the (q + 1)-th powers in Fq2 , there exists y ∈ Fnq2 such that yq+1 = x, or equivalently
yq = y−1 ∗ x. Consider the sequence y ∗ C0 = (0) ⊂ y ∗ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ y ∗ Cn = Fnq2 . When
i+ q(i) ≤ n we have
(6) (y ∗ Ci)q = yq ∗ Cqi = y−1 ∗ x ∗ Cqi ⊆ y−1 ∗ x ∗ Cq(i) ⊆ y−1 ∗ x ∗ Cn−i = (y ∗ Ci)⊥
and we can apply Theorem 2.3 to get a [[n, n− 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q quantum code.
(C) To give a concrete example in which the condition x ∈ (F×q )n holds, we can consider
the case in which there exists a self-dual sequence C ′0 = (0) ⊂ C ′1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ C ′n = Fnq of
codes over Fq with C ′i
⊥ = x ∗ C ′n−i and such that C0, C1, . . . , Cn are the codes over Fq2
spanned by C ′0, C
′
1, . . . , C
′
n, respectively. In this situation it is clear that Ci and C
′
i have
the same parameters, C⊥i = x ∗Cn−i and (Ci)q = Ci. Let y ∈ Fnq2 such that yq+1 = x and
consider now the sequence y ∗ C0 = (0) ⊂ y ∗ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ y ∗ Cn = Fnq2 . For 2i ≤ n we
have
(7) (y ∗ Ci)q = yq ∗ Ci = y−1 ∗ x ∗ Ci ⊆ y−1 ∗ x ∗ Cn−i = y−1 ∗ Ci⊥ = (y ∗ Ci)⊥
so we can apply Theorem 2.3 to get a [[n, n− 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q code.
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3. Algebraic Geometry codes and Castle codes
As we have seen, in order to obtain a quantum code from a linear classical code C, we
have to check the self-orthogonality (or Hermitian self-orthogonality) of C and we have
to compute the dual distance d(C⊥) (resp. d(C⊥H)). Both tasks are difficult in general.
For this reason, among all linear codes producing quantum codes, the class of Algebraic
Geometry (AG) codes have received considerable attention [7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 21]. For these
codes there is a simple criterion of self-orthogonality. In addition, certain families of AG
codes allow efficient methods to estimate their minimum distances [9, 12, 17, 24].
Let us briefly remember the construction of AG codes (see [12, 17] for details and proofs).
We pay particular attention to AG codes coming from Castle and weak Castle curves,
that produce self-dual and formally self-dual sequences of codes in a natural way.
3.1. Algebraic Geometry codes. Let X be a nonsingular, projective, geometrically irre-
ducible algebraic curve of genus g defined over Fq. Take two rational divisors D and G
on X with disjoint supports and such that D is the sum of n rational distinct points,
D = P1 + · · ·+Pn. In what follows we shall assume n > 2g. The algebraic geometry code
defined by the triple (X , D,G) is
(8) C = C(X , D,G) = {(f(P1), . . . , f(Pn)) : f ∈ L(G)}
where L(G) = {f ∈ Fq(X )× : G+div(f) ≥ 0}∪{0} is the Riemann-Roch space associated
to G. The dimension and minimum distance of this code verify
(9) k = `(G)− `(G−D), d ≥ n− deg(G) + γa+1
where `(G) is the dimension of L(G), a = `(G−D) is the abundance of C and for r ≥ 1,
γr = min{deg(A) : A is a rational divisor on X with `(A) ≥ r} is the r-th gonality of X .
From the residue theorem, it follows that the dual of an AG code is again an AG code.
More precisely, C(X , D,G)⊥ = C(X , D,D+W −G), where W = div(ω) is the divisor of
a differential form ω with simple poles and residue 1 at every point Pi in the support of
D. Thus C is self orthogonal if G ≤ D+W −G. When C is defined over the field Fq2 , and
since C(X , D,G)q ⊆ C(X , D, qG), C is Hermitian self-orthogonal if qG ≤ D + W − G.
More generally, if η is a differential form with simple poles at every point Pi in supp(D),
then C(X , D,D + div(η)−G) = x ∗ C(X , D,G)⊥, where xi 6= 0 is the residue of η at Pi.
3.2. One-point Algebraic Geometry codes. If Q ∈ X (Fq) is a rational point not in the
support of D, we can take G = mQ. The obtained code is called one-point. These are
the most known and studied codes among the whole family of AG codes. Let L(∞Q) =
∪r≥0L(rQ) be the space of rational functions having poles only at Q and consider the
evaluation map ev : L(∞Q) → Fnq , ev(f) = (f(P1), . . . , f(Pn)). The parameters of
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C(X , D,mQ) = ev(L(mQ)) are closely related to the Weierstrass semigroup of Q
(10) S = S(Q) = {−vQ(f) : f ∈ L(∞Q)} = {0 = ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · }
where vQ is the valuation at Q. In what follows, for simplicity we shall write v(f) =
−vQ(f). If for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . we take a function fi ∈ L(∞Q) such that v(fi) = ρi, then
{f1, f2, . . . } is a basis of L(∞Q). From the set of codes {C(X , D,mQ) : m = 0, . . . , n+2g}
we can extract an increasing sequence C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq . This sequence
is self-dual if the differential form ω with simple poles and residue 1 at every point Pi in
supp(D) has zeros only at Q. This was first noted by Stichtenoth [23]. The sequence is
formally self-dual if the divisors D + W and (n + 2g − 2)Q are equivalent, that is when
(n+ 2g− 2)Q−D is a canonical divisor, (n+ 2g− 2)Q−D ∼ div(η), and then the twist
is x = (resD(η)).
3.3. Castle curves and codes. Castle curves and codes were introduced in [19], where it
is shown that many of the most interesting known examples of AG codes belong to this
family. Let X be a curve defined over Fq and Q a rational point. The Lewittes bound
[17] implies that #X (Fq) ≤ qρ2 + 1, where ρ2 is the multiplicity of S(Q), that is the first
nonzero element of S(Q). The pointed curve (X , Q) is called Castle if
(C1) S(Q) is symmetric; and
(C2) #X (Fq) = qρ2 + 1.
Thus rational curves, Hermitian curves, Suzuki and Ree curves, etc., verify the Castle
conditions. This family can be generalized in the following way: a pointed curve (X , Q)
over Fq is called weak Castle if it satisfies the conditions
(C1) S(Q) is symmetric; and
(C2′) let P1 be the projective line over the algebraic closure of Fq. There exist a mor-
phism f : X → P1 with div∞(f) = `Q, and a set U = {α1, . . . , αh} ⊆ Fq such that
for all i = 1, . . . , h, we have f−1(αi) ⊆ X (Fq) and #f−1(αi) = `.
Castle curves are weak Castle: simply take f ∈ L(∞Q) with v(f) = ρ2 and U = Fq
[19]. Conversely, in the above situation of (C2’), observe that ` ∈ S(Q). Furthermore,
since f is unramified over each αi, if we write f
−1(αi) = {P i1, . . . , P i`}, then div(f −αi) =∑`
j=1 P
i
j − `Q. Let
(11) D = DU,f =
h∑
i=1
∑`
j=1
P ij .
If (X , Q) is weak Castle and D is the sum of all rational points different from Q, then
it is said to be complete. The one-point codes C(X , D,mQ) of length n = `h are called
weak Castle codes, or simply Castle codes if (X , Q) satisfies (C2).
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Example 3.1. Let q be odd. A hyperelliptic curve X over Fq is given by an equation
y2 = F (x), where F is a squareless polynomial. If deg(F ) = 2g + 1 then X has genus g
and one hyperelliptic point at infinity, Q. Then X is Castle iff F (α) is a nonzero square
for all α ∈ Fq. For example, the curve y2 = xq−x+1 has 2q+1 points and it is Castle for
all q. Otherwise, if X is not Castle, take U = {α ∈ Fq : F (α) is a nonzero square in Fq}.
Whenever U 6= ∅, (X , Q) is a weak Castle curve and provides codes of length n = 2#U .
Similarly, if q is even, a hyperelliptic curve X of genus g over Fq is given by an equation
y2 + y = F (x), where F (x) is a rational function with deg(div0(F )), deg(div∞(F )) ≤
2g + 2. If F is a polynomial there is one hyperelliptic point at infinity Q and X is
Castle or complete weak Castle. For example, the curves y2 + y = xu, where q + 1|u and
0 < u ≤ q2 − 1 are Castle over Fq2 .
Castle and weak Castle curves have several nice properties that can be translated to codes
arising from them. Next we describe some ones which are relevant for our study. Proofs
can be found in [19].
Proposition 3.2. Let (X , Q) be a weak Castle curve of genus g over Fq and C(X , D,mQ)
a weak Castle code. The following hold.
(1) The divisors D and nQ are equivalent. Then for m < n, C(X , D,mQ) reaches the
Goppa bound if and only if C(X , D, (n−m)Q) does. For m ≥ n, C(X , D,mQ) is
an abundant code of abundance l((m− n)Q).
(2) (2g−2)Q is a canonical divisor. In consequence (n+2g−2)Q−D is also a canonical
divisor and there exists x ∈ (F×q )n such that C(X , D,mQ)⊥ = x ∗C(X , D,m⊥Q),
where m⊥ = n+ 2g − 2−m.
(3) For i = 1, . . . , n, let mi = min{m : `(mQ) − `((m − n)Q) ≥ i}. Then Ci =
C(X , D,miQ) has dimension i and the sequence C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq
is a formally self-dual sequence of codes.
The twist x of item (2) does not depend on m and can be computed as showed in Section
3.2. It is also interesting to note that the set M = {m1 = 0,m2, . . . ,mn}, is called
the dimension set of (X , Q) and can be used to obtain good estimates on the minimum
distance of codes C(X , D,miQ) by applying the order bound [9, 17]. When X is weak
Castle this set is easy to compute as M = S(Q) \ (n+ S(Q)).
Thus, from a weak Castle curve we obtain in a natural manner a formally self-dual se-
quence of codes and consequently, by applying the procedures explained in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, a set of quantum stabilizer codes. To be precise, keeping the notation of Propo-
sition 3.2, we have the following results.
Corollary 3.3. Let (X , Q) be a weak Castle curve over Fq and let C0 = (0) ⊂ C1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq be the sequence of codes obtained from it by Proposition 3.2(3). If 2i ≤ n
then we have a quantum code of parameters [[n, n − 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q, with d(Cn−i) ≥
m−mn−i + γa+1, where a = `((mn−i − n)Q) is the abundance of Cn−i.
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Proof. Apply construction (C) of Section 2.2 to the formally self-dual sequence C0 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Cn. The estimate on the minimum distance follows from the improved Goppa
bound stated in equation (9). 
Corollary 3.4. Let (X , Q) be a weak Castle curve over Fq2 such that the sequence C0 =
(0) ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn = Fnq2 obtained by Proposition 3.2(3) is self-dual. If qmi ≤ mn−i then
we have a quantum code over Fq of parameters [[n, n − 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q, with d(Cn−i) ≥
m−mn−i + γa+1, where a = `((mn−i − n)Q).
Proof. Similar to the previous corollary, now applying construction (A) and taking into
account that C(X , D,miQ)q ⊆ C(X , D, qmiQ). 
3.4. Duality of Castle codes. In order to obtain quantum codes using the procedure (A)
of Section 2.2, formal duality is not enough. In this subsection we give some sufficient
conditions on curves verifying Castle assumptions in order to obtain codes satisfying the
self-duality property. Given a pointed curve (X , Q) of genus g, satisfying the condition
(C2′), we consider the divisor D of equation (11) and the intrinsic rational function φ :=∏h
i=1(f−αi) related to f . As a notation, given an integer m we write m⊥ = n+2g−2−m.
Lemma 3.5. Let (X , Q) be a pointed curve satisfying (C2′). If div(dφ) = (2g−2)Q, then
C(X , D,mQ)⊥ = C(X , D,m⊥Q).
Proof. Consider the differential form η = dφ/φ. From hypothesis we get div(η) = (n +
2g − 2)Q−D, and thus η has simple poles and residue 1 at P ∈ supp(D). 
Proposition 3.6. Let (X , Q) be a pointed curve satisfying (C2) and let f ∈ L(∞Q) such
that v(f) = ρ2. If div(df) = (2g − 2)Q, then C(X , D,mQ)⊥ = C(X , D,m⊥Q).
Proof. Since in this case φ = f q − f , we obtain div(dφ) = div(df) and thus the result
follows from the previous lemma. 
Corollary 3.7. Let (X , Q) be a pointed curve in the conditions of Lemma 3.5 or Propo-
sition 3.6. Then C(X , D,mQ) is Euclidean self-orthogonal if 2m ≤ n + 2g − 2. If q is a
square, C(X , D,mQ) is Hermitian self-orthogonal if (√q + 1)m ≤ n+ 2g − 2.
Corollary 3.8. Let (X , Q) be a pointed curve over Fq2 in the conditions of Lemma 3.5
or Proposition 3.6. Let M be the dimension set of (X , Q). If (q+ 1)mi ≤ n+ 2g− 2 then
we have a quantum code over Fq of parameters [[n, n − 2i,≥ d(Cn−i)]]q, with d(Cn−i) ≥
m−mn−i + γa+1, where a = `((mn−i − n)Q).
Remark 3.9. Note that the conditions required by Proposition 3.6 are not verified by all
Castle curves. Consider, for example, the hyperelliptic curve X of equation y2 = xq−x+1
over Fq, q odd of Example 3.1. Here ρ2 = 2 which is the pole order of x at Q, and X is
Castle with f = x in the notation of Proposition 3.6. As the points P over the x = α,
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for α a root of xq − x + 1 in Fq, are also ramified, we have div(dx) 6= (2g − 2)Q. On the
contrary, for the curves y2 + y = xu, where q + 1|u, over Fq2 of Example 3.1, a simple
computation shows that div(dx) = (2g − 2)Q, hence they provide self-dual sequences of
codes.
3.5. Curves defined by separate equations. Next we consider the family of curves having
a plane model given by a separated variable equation F (y) = G(x), where F and G
are univariate polynomials of coprime degrees. The particular case in which one of the
polynomials is linearized is interesting since it contains many of the most relevant curves
for Coding Theory purposes. For instance, several of the curves studied below were already
treated in [23]. Remember that a polynomial F is called linearized (or a q-polynomial) if
the exponents of all monomials are powers of q.
Proposition 3.10. Let X be the curve defined over Fq by the equation F (y) = G(x),
where F and G are polynomials of degrees a = deg(F ), b = deg(G) with gcd(a, b) = 1. Let
Q be the common pole of x and y and ρ2 the multiplicity of S(Q). Then
(1) The genus of X is g = (a− 1)(b− 1)/2.
(2) The Weierstrass semigroup of Q is S(Q) = 〈a, b〉. In particular S(Q) is symmetric
and ρ2 = min{a, b}.
(3) If F is a linearized separable polynomial, then div(dx) = (2g − 2)Q. If b > a then
ρ2 = a and there exists f : X → P1 with div∞(f) = ρQ and div(df) = (2g − 2)Q.
Proof. (1) It follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz-Zeuthen genus formula. (2) From the
equation of X we have av(y) = bv(x) and since (a, b) = 1 we conclude that v(y) =
b, v(x) = a, hence S(Q) ⊇ 〈a, b〉. Since the genus of 〈a, b〉 is g we get equality. As all
semigroups generated by two elements are symmetric, the statement follows. (3) Since
F is linearized, its derivative is a constant what implies that Q is the only point of X
which ramifies over the morphism x. Using div(dx) = −2div∞(x) + Rx, where Rx is the
ramification divisor of the morphism x, we obtain the equality between the divisors. To
see the last statement it is enough to take f = x. 
Proposition 3.10 gives a large family of curves verifying the conditions of Proposition
3.6, and hence providing self-dual sequences of Castle and weak Castle codes. Concrete
examples of relevant Castle curves used in Coding Theory belonging to this family include
those already mentioned above: Hermitian curve, Norm-Trace curve, etc. Recall, however,
that not all Castle curves satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.6 belong to this family.
For instance, this happens to the Ree curve [19].
Next we show some examples of curves in the conditions of Lemma 3.5.
Example 3.11. Let X be the curve given by
(12) yq
r−1
+ yq
r−2
+ · · ·+ yq + y = xu
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defined over Fqr with u | (qr− 1)/(q− 1). We shall see that it is a weak Castle curve with
qr−1(u(q−1)+1)+1 rational points and genus g = (u−1)(qr−1−1)/2. Note that this curve
is covered by the Norm-Trace curve over Fqr ; indeed, it is a quotient curve of the Norm-
Trace curve by the cyclic group of automorphisms generated by (x, y) 7→ (ζx, y), where ζ
is a primitive u-th root of unity. Also this equation includes many other interesting curves
as the Hermitian curve and its quotients in case of r = 2. Now, consider the multiplicative
subgroup of F×qr
(13) U× = {β ∈ F×qr ; βu ∈ Fq}
of cardinality u(q − 1) and set U = U× ∪ {0}. Observe that the elements of U are the
elements of Fqr which split totally over the morphism x : X → P1. Now take
(14) φ =
∏
β∈U
(x− β) = x
∏
β∈U×
(x− β) = x(xu(q−1) − 1) = xu(q−1)+1 − x.
Since from Proposition 3.10 we have div(dx) = (2g − 2)Q, where Q is the unique pole of
x, a sufficient condition to have div(dφ) = (2g − 2)Q is that u ≡ 1 (mod p), where p is
the characteristic of Fq. Notice that this always happens in characteristic 2.
3.6. Maximal Curves. Recall that a curve X of genus g over a field Fq2r is maximal if
it attains equality in the Hasse-Weil bound #X (Fq2r) = q2r + 1 + 2gqr. Maximal curves
often provide AG codes with good parameters. In this subsection we shall give examples
of maximal Castle curves verifying the conditions of Proposition 3.10. In particular, the
examples we present are Artin-Schereier curves defined over Fq2r by plane models of type
F (y) = G(x), where F (y) is linearized and separable of degree ρ a power of p = char(Fq),
and G(x) of degree qr + 1, bigger than ρ. Thus these curves have genus 2g = (ρ − 1)qr
and the Weierstrass semigroup S(Q) of Q is generated by ρ and qr + 1. In this situation,
maximality implies the Castle condition #X (Fq2r) = q2rρ + 1. We just show a couple of
examples.
Example 3.12. Let a ∈ Fq2 such that aq + a = 0 and consider the curve X defined over
Fq2 by
(15) yq/p + yq/p
2
+ . . .+ y = axq+1
where p = char(Fq). To check the maximality of X we note that it is covered by the
Hermitian curve H : wq + w = zq+1 via the morphism x = z, y = (−aw)p + aw. The
cardinality of X (Fq2) can be computed from this fact by taking into account that its genus
g satisfies 2g = (q/p− 1)q.
Example 3.13. Let X be the curve over Fq2r , r odd, defined by
(16) yq + y = xq
r+1.
As in the previous example, X is maximal as it is covered by the Hermitian curve H :
wq
r
+ w = zq
r+1 over Fq2r . A covering is given by x = z, y = wq
r−1 − wqr−2 + · · ·+ w.
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4. Some Examples of quantum codes
In this Section we shall show a few examples of quantum codes obtained from the curves
treated in the above Section. Computations have been done by using the computer system
Magma [18]. In order to compare the quality of the obtained parameters we shall use the
tables [2, 10] and the quantum Gilbert-Varshamov bound [6]:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that n > k ≥ 2, d ≥ 2 and n ≡ k(mod 2). Then there exists a
stabilizer quantum code [[n, k, d]]q provided that
(17)
qn−k+2 − 1
q2 − 1 >
d−1∑
i=1
(q2 − 1)i−1
(
n
i
)
.
We shall use the following notation: given a code [[n, k, d]]q, we write [[n, k, d]]
†
q when the
parameters n, k, d meet the Gilbert-Varshamov bound with equality. We write [[n, k, d]]‡q
when the parameters n, k, d strictly improve on the Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
4.1. Codes from the Suzuki curve. The curve X of equation yq + y = xq0(xq + x) over Fq,
where q0 = 2
s and q = 2q20 is called the Suzuki curve. It has genus g = q0(q−1) and q2 +1
rational points. Let Q be the common pole of x and y. Then the Weierstrass semigroup
S(Q) is generated by 〈q, q+ 1, q+ 2q0, q+ 2q0 + 1〉 (see [17] and the references therein), so
X is a Castle curve. Codes arising from this curve have been extensively studied and their
parameters are rather well known. In particular, the conditions stated in Proposition 3.6
and Corollary 3.7 holds, so that the duals of one point Suzuki codes are again one-point
Suzuki codes. We can use them to obtain quantum codes from construction (C) of Section
2.2.
Example 4.2. For q = 8, C(X , D,mQ) has length 64 and is self-orthogonal whenever
m ≤ 45. Then we get quantum codes over F8 of parameters [[64, 62, 2]]†8, [[64, 54, 3]]8,
[[64, 52, 4]]†8, [[64, 42, 5]]8, [[64, 40, 6]]8, [[64, 38, 7]]8, [[64, 36, 8]]8. These are good parame-
ters compared with those listed in [2].
4.2. Codes from elliptic and hyperelliptic curves.
Example 4.3. Consider the family of hyperelliptic curves y2 + y = xu, where q+ 1|u and
u ≤ q2− 1 over Fq2 , q even, of Example 3.1. In Remark 3.9 we noted that they are Castle
and verify div(dx) = (2g−2)Q. Since they have genus g = bu−1c/2, C(X , D,mQ) is self-
orthogonal whenever 2m ≤ 2q2+u−3 and Hermitian self-orthogonal whenever (q+1)m ≤
2q2 + u− 3. We find quantum codes with parameters [[8, 6, 2]]‡2, [[32, 30, 2]]‡4, [[32, 24, 4]]‡4,
[[128, 126, 2]]‡8, [[128, 116, 4]]
†
8, [[128, 112, 6]]
‡
8, [[128, 108, 8]]
‡
8 among others. The particular
case u = q + 1 was studied in [13, Sec. III (A)].
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Example 4.4. Here we show an example of a complete weak Castle curve which is
not Castle. When q ≡ 3 (mod 4) then −1 is not a square, hence the elliptic curve
X : y2 = x3 + ax has q + 1 rational points over Fq. Consequently it has qr + 1 + 2√qr
rational points over Fqr for r ≡ 2 (mod 3). To give a concrete example take q = 3, r = 2.
A simple computation shows that ρ2 = 2 and X is not Castle. However X is a complete
weak Castle curve with respect the morphism f = y. We obtain codes with the following
parameters over F9: [[15, 13, 2]]†9, [[15, 7, 4]]
†
9, [[15, 5, 5]]
†
9, [[15, 3, 6]]
†
9, [[15, 1, 7]]9. Quantum
codes from elliptic curves have been treated in [14].
4.3. Codes from Hermitian, Norm-Trace and related curves. Quantum codes arising from
Hermitian curves have been extensively treated, [15, 20]. Here we shall consider the related
more general curves X of Example 3.11 given by an equation of the form
(18) yq
r−1
+ yq
r−2
+ · · ·+ yq + y = xu
over Fqr with u | (qr − 1)/(q − 1). We saw that when u ≡ 1 (mod p) then X satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 3.5, where p is the characteristic of Fqr . Note that when u =
(qr − 1)/(q − 1), then X is the Norm-Trace curve, and if r = 2 then X is the Hermitian
curve. In both cases such conditions are also automatically satisfied.
Example 4.5. For q = 2, r = 4 and u = 3, from Corollary 3.7 the codes C(X , D,mQ)
of length 32 over F16 are Hermitian self-orthogonal whenever m ≤ 8. The quantum codes
over F4 obtained from these have parameters [[32, 30, 2]]‡4 and [[32, 24, 3]]
†
4.
Example 4.6. For q = 2, r = 3 and u = 7, we obtain the Norm-Trace curve. The codes
C(X , D,mQ) of length 32 over the field F8 are self-orthogonal if m ≤ 24. We obtain
[[32, 28, 2]]†8, [[32, 26, 3]]
‡
8, [[32, 18, 4]]8 quantum codes.
Example 4.7. For r = 2 we obtain the Hermitian curves and quotients yq + y = xu
with u | q + 1, over Fq2 , which are Fq2-maximal. The case where q is an odd power of 2
and u = 3 was considered in [13, Sec. III (B)]. We obtain codes [[8, 6, 2]]‡2, [[64, 54, 3]]
†
4,
[[64, 52, 4]]†4, [[176, 162, 3]]8, [[176, 156, 5]]8, [[176, 154, 6]]8, [[176, 150, 8]]
†
8, [[176, 146, 9]]
†
8.
4.4. Codes from maximal curves. To end this section, let us see some quantum codes
arising from maximal curves as the ones considered in Section 3.6.
Example 4.8. Let X be the curve over Fq2 of Example 3.12
(19) yq/p + yq/p
2
+ . . .+ y = axq+1
where a ∈ Fq2 verifies aq + a = 0 and p is the characteristic of Fq. For q = 9 let us
take the curve y3 + y = α5x10 over F81, where α is a primitive element of F81. It has
244 rational points and genus 9. The codes C(X , D,mQ) are Hermitian self-orthogonal if
m ≤ 25, by Corollary 3.7. For these values we obtain quantum codes with the following
parameters: [[243, 241, 2]]‡9, [[243, 233, 3]]
†
9, [[243, 219, 6]]9 and [[243, 213, 9]]
†
9. For q = 8
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take a = 1. The curve has 257 rational points and genus 12. From Corollary 3.7, the
codes C(X , D,mQ) are Hermitian self-orthogonal if m ≤ 30. With these values we
can provide quantum codes with the following parameters: [[256, 254, 2]]‡8, [[256, 248, 3]]
†
8,
[[256, 238, 4]]8 and [[256, 224, 8]]8. These quantum codes have good parameters compared
to similar quantum codes in [2].
Example 4.9. This is a particular case of the curve given in Example 3.13. Take r = 3
in that example and let X be the curve over Fq6 given by the equation
(20) yq + y = xq
3+1.
When q = 2, X has genus 4 and 129 rational points. From Corollary 3.7, the codes
C(X , D,mQ) are Hermitian self-orthogonal if m ≤ 14. With these values we obtain the
following quantum codes: [[128, 126, 2]]‡8, [[128, 116, 4]]
†
8, [[128, 112, 6]]
‡
8 and [[128, 108, 8]]
‡
8.
5. Traces of Castle codes
Some of the codes we have obtained in the previous sections are defined over large ex-
tensions of Fq. However, in practice we can be interested in codes defined over smaller
fields. Such codes can be obtained from the formers by two ways: given a code C over
Fqr , we can consider the subfield subcode of C over Fq, C|Fq = C ∩ Fnq , and the trace
code tr(C) (see [24], Chapter VIII, where a detailed treatment of subfield subcodes is
done). Both codes over Fq are closely related by Delsarte’s theorem, (C|Fq)⊥ = tr(C⊥).
However, as we shall see, at least for AG codes the way of using trace maps is simpler.
Remark however that quantum codes from subfield subcodes of affine variety codes have
been studied in [7, 8].
As in the previous sections, let (X , Q) be a pointed curve, now defined over Fqr . Let
tr : Fqr → Fq be the trace map, defined as tr(x) = x + xq + · · ·+ xqr−1 . tr is a surjective
Fq-linear map that can be extended to Fnqr (coordinatewise) and to L(∞Q). Here we list
some properties of these extensions.
Lemma 5.1. The following properties hold.
(a) Both extensions of tr are Fq-linear and tr : Fnqr → Fnq is surjective.
(b) If f ∈ L(∞Q) then v(tr(f)) = qr−1v(f). Thus, if f is nonconstant then tr(f) 6= 0.
(c) For all f ∈ L(∞Q) we have tr(ev(f)) = ev(tr(f)) = ev(tr(f q)).
Let V be the set of functions in L(∞Q) evaluating to Fnq , V = {f ∈ L(∞Q) : ev(f) ∈ Fnq }.
V is a Fq-linear subspace of L(∞Q) containing ker(ev). As a consequence of Lemma 5.1(c),
V also contains tr(L(∞Q)). The next proposition explains why trace codes are simpler
to handle than subfield subcodes.
Proposition 5.2. V = tr(L(∞Q)) + ker(ev).
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Proof. Since tr ◦ ev is surjective (as both maps are so), if f ∈ V there exists g ∈ L(∞Q)
such that ev(f) = tr(ev(g)) = ev(tr(g)), hence f − tr(g) ∈ ker(ev). The converse is
clear. 
Thus ev(V) = ev(tr(L(∞Q)) and henceforth we will only consider trace codes. However
note that for Castle codes we can also give a basis of ker(ev) over Fqr . For all m > 0
we have ker(ev) ∩ L(mQ) = L(mQ −D). Let ϕ = f qr2 − f2. Since X is Castle, we have
div(ϕ) = D − nQ. Consequently there is an isomorphism L((n −m)Q) → L(mQ − D)
given by f 7→ ϕf and the set {ϕf1, ϕf2, . . . } is a basis of ker(ev).
The following results allows us to obtain self-orthogonal trace codes over Fq when the
pointed curve (X , Q) of genus g over Fqr has the self-dual property. Let f1 = 1 and for
i = 2, 3, . . . let fi ∈ L(∞Q) such that v(fi) = ρi. In view of Lemma 5.1(c), if ρi = qρt
then we take fi = f
q
t . Then L = {f1, f2, . . . } is a basis of L(∞Q) over Fqr verifying
Lq ⊂ L, and the sets Lm = {fi ∈ L : ρi ≤ m} are bases of L(mQ) for all m ≥ 0. Let α
be a primitive element of Fqr over Fq. Then {1, α, . . . , αr−1} is a basis of Fqr over Fq and
every element a ∈ Fqr can be written as a = λ1 +λ2α+ · · ·+λrαr−1 with λ1, . . . , λr ∈ Fq.
Proposition 5.3. The set B = {1} ∪ {tr(αjfi) : j = 0, . . . , r − 1, fi ∈ L for i > 1} is
a basis of tr(L(∞Q)) over Fq. The set Bm = {1} ∪ {tr(αjfi) : j = 0, . . . , r − 1, fi ∈
Lm for i > 1} is a basis of tr(L(mQ)) over Fq.
Proof. It suffices to show the first statement. That B is a generator set follows from
the Fq-linearity of tr and the fact that L is a basis of L(∞Q) over Fqr . To see that B
is an independent set, and since v(tr(fi)) 6= v(tr(ft)) if i 6= t, it suffices to show that
tr(fi), tr(αfi), . . . , tr(α
r−1fi) are independent for all i > 1. If 0 =
∑
j λjtr(α
j−1fi) =
tr(
∑
j λjα
j−1fi) then tr(afi) = 0, where a =
∑
j λjα
j−1. By Lemma 5.1(b), we have
afi = 0 hence a = 0 and λj = 0 for all j. 
For j = 0, . . . , r−1, let βj ∈ Fqr such that βqj = αj. Then, if fi = f qt we have ev(tr(αjfi)) =
ev(tr((βjft)
q)) = ev(tr(βjft)) by Lemma 5.1(c). Consider the sets L
′ = {1}∪ (L\Lq) and
L′m = L
′ ∩Lm. Define accordingly the sets B′ and B′m by substituting L by L′ and Lm by
L′m.
Corollary 5.4. The set ev(B′) generates ev(tr(L(∞Q))) over Fq. The set ev(B′m) gen-
erates tr(C(X , D,mQ)) over Fq.
In order to ensure the self-orthogonality of trace codes, we shall use the following fact.
Lemma 5.5. Let x,y ∈ Fnqr . We have 〈tr(x), tr(y)〉 = tr(〈x, tr(y)〉).
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Proof. For x, z ∈ Fnqr and 0 ≤ i ≤ r we have 〈xqi , z〉 = 〈x, zqr−i〉qi . Take z = tr(y). Note
that z ∈ Fnq and hence zqr−i = z. Thus
(21) 〈tr(x), tr(y)〉 =
r−1∑
i=0
〈xqi , tr(y)〉 =
r−1∑
i=0
〈x, tr(y)〉qi = tr(〈x, tr(y)〉).

Remember that given an integer m, with 0 ≤ m ≤ n+2g−2, we write m⊥ = n+2g−2−m.
The self-orthogonality and the parameters of trace codes can be checked by using the
following result.
Proposition 5.6. Let (X , Q) be a pointed curve of genus g over Fqr verifying the self-dual
property.
(1) If mqbr/2c ≤ m⊥ then tr(C(X , D,mQ)) is self-orthogonal over Fq.
(2) If mqr−1 < n then ev(tr(f)) 6= 0 for all f ∈ L(mQ).
(3) d(tr(C(X , D,mQ))⊥) = d(C(X , D,m⊥Q)|Fq) ≥ d(C(X , D,m⊥Q)).
Proof. (1) Assume r is even. If mqr/2 ≤ m⊥ then for all i = 0, . . . , r/2, we have
(22) C(X , D,mQ)qi ⊆ C(X , D,mqiQ) ⊆ C(X , D,mQ)⊥.
Let f, g ∈ L(mQ). According to Lemma 5.5 we have
〈tr(ev(f)), tr(ev(g))〉 = tr(
r−1∑
j=0
〈ev(f), ev(g)qj〉)(23)
= tr(
r/2−1∑
j=0
〈ev(f), ev(g)qj〉) + tr(
r−1∑
j=r/2
〈ev(f), ev(g)qj〉).(24)
By eq. (21) all summands in the first sum of eq. (23) are zero and so its trace is
zero. For the second sum note that as seen in the proof of Lemma 5.5 we can write
〈ev(f), ev(g)qj〉 = 〈ev(f)qr−j , ev(g)〉qj , with r − j ≤ r/2. Then 〈ev(f)qr−j , ev(g)〉 = 0 and
the second trace is also 0. The case r odd is similar. (2) Let f ∈ L(mQ). It holds that
v(tr(f)) ≤ mqr−1 < n, hence ev(tr(f)) 6= 0. (3) Follows from Delsarte’s theorem. 
Example 5.7. Consider the Suzuki curve with 65 rational points and genus 14 over F8.
According to Proposition 5.6(1), the traces tr(C(X , D,mQ)) over F2 are self-orthogonal
for 0 ≤ m ≤ 30. Furthermore since dim(tr(C(X , D, 30Q))) = 32, this code is self-dual.
Thus the bound stated in item (1) is sharp in this case. From these traces, we derive
quantum codes with parameters [[64, 62, 2]]‡2, [[64, 50, 4]]
‡
2, where the notation [[n, k, d]]
†‡
q
is as in Section 4.
Let us consider the case r = 2 and let C = C(X , D,mQ) be a code over Fq2 . Note that the
condition on m stated in Corollary 3.7 to ensure the Hermitian self-orthogonality of C, is
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exactly the same as the condition of Proposition 5.6(1), to ensure the self-orthogonality
of tr(C). Thus, in some sense, the construction of quantum codes from traces of self-
orthogonal codes, extends to r > 2 the construction of quantum codes from Hermitan
self-orthogonal codes over Fq2 . Note also that besides considering traces tr(C(X , D,mQ)),
we can use ’incomplete’ traces, that is subcodes generated by some (but not all) elements of
ev(B′m). In many cases these subcodes can provide quantum codes with better parameters
than trace codes themselves.
Example 5.8. Consider the elliptic Hermitian curve X : y2+y = x3 with 9 rational points
over F4 and let α be a primitive element of F4 over F2. The trace code tr(C(X , D, 3Q)) =
〈1, ev(tr(x)), ev(tr(αx)), ev(tr(y)), ev(tr(αy))〉 has dimension 5 and dual distance 4. Thus
it cannot be self-orthogonal. Remove the generator ev(tr(y)). Then we get a self-dual
code of dimension 4 whose dual distance is also 4, that gives a quantum [[8, 0, 4]]2 code
whose parameters cannot be improved [10]. Furthermore this code cannot be obtained
from X by using Hermitian self-orthogonality and construction (A). In the same way,
consider the Hermitian curve over Fq2r with q3r + 1 points. The dual distance of the
code C(X , D, (qr + 1)Q) can be computed by using the order bound. Consider the trace
tr(C(X , D, (qr + 1)Q)) of this code over Fq of dimension 2r+ 1 and remove at most r− 1
generators from ev(tr(y)), . . . , ev(tr(αr−1y)) in order to obtain a self-orthogonal code with
the same dual distance as tr(C(X , D, (qr + 1)Q)). Direct computations show that we
get quantum codes [[64, 50, 4]]‡2, [[512, 492, 4]]
‡
2, [[27, 19, 3]]
†
3, [[729, 715, 3]]
†
3, [[64, 56, 3]]
†
4,
[[125, 117, 3]]†5, [[343, 335, 3]]
†
7, [[512, 504, 3]]
†
8, [[729, 721, 3]]
†
9, reaching good parameters in
all cases. The same procedure can be carried out by using codes from other curves.
For example, from the Norm-Trace curve over Fqr we obtain quantum codes [[32, 20, 4]]‡2,
[[128, 112, 4]]‡2, etc.
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